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quilled by Libras D’lnar
Many lie tired at the end of the day and stare up into the sky. Resting there always are stars;
tiny glints of light that dot the blackness of night. It has been proven that these seemingly
insignificant things can aid travelers in finding directions when lost or finding distances between
locations. Others believe they can also foretell future events or acquire knowledge unknown to
them by studying the stars. I will discuss a method I have made for the latter, in that this
knowledge may aid all people in their lives.
This information will be based on the view of the winter sky, as this was present when I
recorded the following information. Constellations are referenced from Ghiyun Paynauro’s
publishing, Star Charts.

Constellations
Stag: North of The Gateway, this constellation represents natural order and wildlife. Strong stars
toward the antlers of Stag indicate a disturbance in the ecosystem of an area while weak stars
indicate rest and balance. When Stag is strong in the sky, watch for nature trying to rebalance
its own. A weak Stag indicates a soothing calm and that the people are due for one if one is not
already taking place.
ex: After fighting of a grove of vampires, a weak Stag is in the sky as adventurers are
greeted at the tavern by the smell of freshly baked pastries.
Viper: North of Harp, Viper is an indication of slyness and subterfuge. Strong stars toward the
tongue indicate this happening among communication while ones toward the tail indicate
actions with these qualities. A strong Viper shows that you should always check twice and
something and consider things before taking action. A weak Viper shows that being more
trusting of individuals is necessary and questioning may provoke offense.
ex: A strong Viper-tail lights the sky as several rogues, scouts, and adepts plan a heist.
The Aberration: South-southwest of Harp, The Aberration shows things that should not be.
Strong stars in this constellation indicate the coming of non-natural things such as undead and
non-native elemental beings. Weak stars mean that native denizens may be more relevant such
as kobolds, goblins, and ogres.
ex: The Aberration is ablaze with light as a necromancer and his legion of undead
assault the own.
The Stray Arrow: South-southwest of The Aberration, The Stray Arrow shows error in one’s
ways and possibly the unintentional harming of another. Stronger stars toward the head of The
Stray Arrow indicate the severity of the harm done. When The Stray Arrow is strong, a ruckus
may start from something unintentional. When weak, The Stray Arrow indicates a lack of falter
among everyone.
ex: A clumsy scholar causes much friendly fire during a Storm when The Stray Arrow is
apparent.
The Boundary: North-northeast of The Great Cup, The Boundary represents personal comfort
whether on a social or aesthetic level. Strong stars indicate people being less comfortable while
weak ones show that people may be opening up.
ex: A group of Barbarians claim the adventurer’s land as their own with The Boundary
strongly gleaming.

